
Club Events

7.6.06 . Score Event
Stalts From 6Pm

11.6.06 Club Champs
(see Flier)

18.6.06 Sumrnet Score
12.00-14.00 *

21.6..06 Evening Score
Starts after
5.3Opm

12.7..06 Evening Score

Fixtures

Montacute

StockHill,
Near Wells

Trpoofrbe

Norton
Manor Camp

Kings Ctiff

30.7 .06 Surnrner Score Blackborough ST 102083

12.00-14.00 *

sr 499167

sT 5485 12

sr 168365

sr193273

24.9.06 Galoppen Triscombe ST 163359

8.10.06 Long O Carhampton ST 007426 Andy Rimes
01823-451942

" Check Times nearer the date.

Other Events in the South West or nearby page 15

Brian Fletcher
01935- 424569

Mike Crockett
0t458445540

^reiffiath9rL .,
01823-25198s

Richard Sansbury
0t823-288405
Note Pre Entry
only

Richard Sansbury
0 I 823-288405

Ted Heath
01823-25 l98s

r-

sr 271321

At the tirne of writing Ted is experiencing a problem
with the club web site. You are advised to check event

details before travelling.
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Quonicle

Editorial

As I write this I am beginning to think that the busy season is over and

that a summer break is on the way. But, then I look at the fixture list
and decide that perhaps it isn't. It's true that the big cvents atrc ovcr, thc

British Championships and JK, and by the time yorr gct lhis tlro

National at Stourhead. However as a cluh wo huvo scvr.:ral scors events

mixed in with the South West relays and tho 'l'tnrttr 'l'r'iplc. Some of us

are going to the World Masters in Austrio and rlthcrs to the Lakeland 5

Days. All in all it looks like being a busy stlllllrlcf. You will notice that

I have not mentioned the club championships at Stock Hill. Details

and entry form for this are included wi1;h this purblication.
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Ouantock Orienteers Committee At the BOF AGM changes to the membership structure were approved

by a large majority. I'm hoping that more details of these changes will
be available for inclusion before I go to print.

Other things to note in this edition.

Membership reminder.
Fixtures poll
Committee notes (your committee have been busy). Support them at

the summer events and may you all enjoy your time in the forests.

Mike
Chairman's Chat

I am aware that anucleus of the membership feels orienteering matters

are being 'sidelined' as a result of the plethora of development,
administrative, and equipment issues discussed by your Committee. I
can sympathise as I too have limited time and fitness left to enjoy our

wonderfirlly challenging and healthy activity, However, as we

approach the relaxing Summer Series provided by Ted Heath and some

evening events by Richard Sansbury, with the additional opportunities

offered by Brian Fletcher on the back of his schools festivals, we
should ask ourselves how long we can sustain the luxury of 'laissez

faire' . We live in a time when land accessibility, and increased

diversity of outdoor activities work against use of our traditional areas.

I'm sure the strength of our Club lies in the casual and friendly nature

of our local events with their low-key, efficient, and economic
orgarization. I assure you that your Conunittee intends to promote

this, but we need to set up a structure that will extend this into the

future.

Finding new organisers is still a priority to enable the Committee to
'spread the load' of responsibility for next season. Many thanks to
those who responded to the questionnaire on ClubMark, Club Captain,

and Club 'O' tops. Each subject is being addressed by the Committee
at the moment and, hopefully we will be able to report on our progress

in the next edition of the Quonicle.
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Brian's attempt at an Award-for-All grant fell on stony ground - a

little surprising given the apparent enthusiasm for increased physical
activity in schools leading up to the London Olympics. We will
resubmit a slightly modified plan, but I hope Brian is not too
discouraged.

The new Club banner has been on display at the JK and local events

and has resurrected the demand for a Club tent. The current debate

centres on 'tunnel' v'gazebo' style. We would love to hear your

views in time for our next meeting. Perhaps you could give us verbal

opinions at the final QOFL or at the Club Championships.

Do have a relaxing surlmer with plenty of 'O'ptions. Remember to

encourage the younger and new participants rather than over-challenge
them. We must provide courses that they cannot 'fail' on until they
have sufficient confidence to want to learn by their mistakes.

Roger Craddock

News of people

Welcome to Garry Wakeling and family from Wookey nea.r Wells who
joined us after the Montacute event. Garry wrote "We really enjoyed it
and were impressed by how friendly everyone we met were"

Ed. Thanks Garry this is the sort of feedback we like.

Rosie Wych has been approved as a grade 3 controller.

Congratulations to Don and Declan Gray for their awards as best
junior and best M45+ in the Western Night League.

Club News

Finance. Andy Rimes reported that the club finances are healthy.

Clubmark. Thank you to everyone who replied to the questionnaire

in the last QuOnicle. The committee is looking at what would be
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required to be done if QO decided to apply for Clubrnark. Even just

thinking about this requires some wol*, and a number of club members
arrc helping with this.

Club Captain. Again, thank yoll to everyone who provided
nominations. The committee is now looking at the job specification for
this.
Somerset schools activities. Brian Fletcher reported that the BOK
Junior Training Day on 25 March had been a great success, with two
beginners plus parents attending who had thorouglrly enjoyed
themselves. Unfortunately the Awards For All grant application was

unsuccessful.

Fixtures. Richard Sansbury writes elsewhere in this issue on the survey
about QOFL days. Some of the venues for the forthcoming sunrner
events have been confirmed only recently, so please check the website
for the latest information. Congratulations to Rosie Wych who has now
been approved by SWOA to be a Grade 3 Controller. There is still a

vacancy for a QOFL Team Leader; if you are interested, please contact
Roger Craddock.

Club equipment. The new printer has already been in action at various
events. The club banner has had its most prestigious outing yet, to the
JK in Yorkshire, where it served as a rallying point for not only QO
nrembers at Ilkley, but also to other SW clubs on Relay Day at

Bramham Park.
Christine Vince, Club Secretary

QO banner is
prominent among the
others from the South
West' at Bramham
Park.



A SWOA committee meeting was held on22 March 2006'

chairman,s statement. Roger Hargreaves has attended a BoF
Council meeting at which the new Chief Executive, Mike Hamilton,

was also present; Roger's impression is that Mike is on the ball with the

current BOF issues (this is supported by Mike's articles in recent issues

of Focus and Compass SPort).

Fixtures. JK 2007; on Monday the relay race will be at caer went
Army Camp;this should be really good fun and a real incentive for Qo
to have teams present.

swoA Junior squad. Ben Chesters is considering holding a training

weekend in conjunction with the next QO Galoppen in September.

Galoppen scoring for the Brown course. A request had been made

to the BWOA committee to have the Galoppen Brown course scored

as an open class. The Galoppen scorers,

are willing only to score one set of results

not both). After discussion, the committee

and Bill and Sue have been invited to the next meeting.

Christine Vince, Club Secretary

Brief note of the BOF AGM.

At the BOF AGM the proposed new Membership and Levy Scheme

was finally approved by a large majority.

The minutes of the AGM can be viewed in the membership section of
the BOF website. In essence the proposal was that all local members

will be registered with BoF. They will then be covered by the BoF
Insurance scheme and will be issued with membership cards and will be

entitled to vote at the BOF AGM'

You are urged to read the minutes in fulI.at

www.britishorienteering. org.uk/asp/tromepage. asp

Saturday or Sunday?

This year's Forest League events have for the frst time been held on
Sunday. It was hoped that this would allow more people to take part.

We have now had four Sunday QOFLs and it will be soon time to fix
next season's calendar. So now seems like a good time to review the
matter.

We have compared the tumout between this year's Sunday events and

previous years' Saturday events. Turnout appea.rs to be much the same

as previous years but it varies so much between one event and the next
that it hard to draw any conclusions. Also, as well as the change of
day, we have also introduced the blue courses which may have

influenced numbers attending.

To see what club members think the committee agreed that we should
ask the membership if they prefer events to be on a Saturday or a
Sunday, hence my letter to all club members which was distributed in
Jarurary.I had 28 responses intotal, many were replying on behalf of
family groups, giving atotal of 54 votes counted. I think that is
enough to give a good flavour of opinion through the club.

The results were as follows:

I can only ever come to Saturday events

3 can only ever come to Sunday events

20 carcome on either day but prefer Saturday

15 can come on either day but prefer Sunday

15 have no preference

So most people can turn out to events on either day, however,
although Saturday was slightly more popular, flre committee decided
that the nanow majority didn't justiff a change and so for the next
season QOFLs will remain on Sundays.
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Among other comments made, several people felt that akey issue was

to avoid clashing with Orienteering events in other areas and other

running events which may attractthe same people. I will be certainly
looking at this carefully when choosing dates for next season.

Several also made comments about the start times. Although some

wanted an earlier start, more said they like the start times to stay as

they arc. The start times that we use allow time for controls to be set

out and collected on the same day as the event so I think planners will
generally prefer the start times to stay as they are. The Fixtures Sub-

committee will discuss this issue.

Many thanks to everyone who responded to my letter and participated

in the vote.
Richard Sansbury

Events

Ouantock Fell Race - 26 Feb 06 Richard Sansbury

This is the second time I have taken part in this little known
competition. It has actttally been going for several years but it remains

avery low key affair with only about 30 runners. This year there was

an even lower turn out with only 14 competitors which is a shame

since it is well-run friendly informal event. It's fair to say that the

organiser could make more of an attempt at publicising it and also the

clash with the Devon Hill race probably didn't help'

I was a bit surprised that the Quantocks can qualifi' as a genuine fell,
after allour little Somerset hills are a fraction of the size of proper

mountains. However by climbing and descending the Quantocks three

times, the route contains 2000 feet of climb in its 7.5 mile length and

therefore under Fell Running Association rules this race falls into the

top category of event even though it is all on decent tracks and the
hardest part is probably no steeper than a I in 4 slope'

From the start at Holford the route quickly climbs up Longstone Hill
to reach the plateau around Beacon Hill. Then there is a long fast

descent past West Quantoxhead car park where the track gets a bit
rocky in places. Reaching the bottom at Weacombe the route skirts
around the foot of the hills before the second climb up Bicknoller
Combe to Bicknoller Post. Then a steep drop into Sheppard's Combe

and Lady's Edge takes you nearly back home. However the sting in the

tail is the third, final and steepest climb up Willoughby Cleeve from
where the route descends agunto Holford by the same track as the

start.

We assembled inthe car park in Holford on a dry bright morning with
a crisp breeze. Looking around at the others I suspect most were from
running clubs although there were two others from QO: Martin
Longhurst and Graham Pearson. Martin reminded me that I'd just
beaten him last yea.r so I got the feeling there would be a little battle

between us. There was a mass start (if fourteen can count as a mass

start) but we quickly strung out on the first climb. I like a fast start so I
managed to hold on in fourth place for a while. From the top we had

views of snow on the Brendon Hills but there was no snow anywhere

near us. A couple of runners passed me as we crossed the plateau but I
managed to hold my place on the nice long descent. On the second

climb I was unable to sustain a decent pace arrd dropped to a walk from
time to time. Martin did much better here and gradually caught up and

then passed me building quite aleadby the time we topped out. I then

lost sight of him and indeed anyone else and did the rest of the race

pretty much alone, which is just as well as I was completely unable to

run up the last climb.

Unfortunately I have not seen any official results but I think I finished
about 7th with a time ofjust over one hour. Martin had got in a minute
or two earlier but had missed out on the "mystety prize" known only to
previous competitors. Graham came in only a couple of places later.



A new area to orienteering - not many of those about, especially in the

South East. The introduction of computer mapping, and OCAD, made

it possible to map the complex vegetation and areas of past mining
activity and to enable these areas to be changed quickly and easily (so

the mappers did not have to get it absolutely 'right' first time round).

So I was looking forward to the weekend, as I'm sure most others

were, with only the mappers/planners notes as a guide to the terrain.

Although much of Woolbeding Common was out of bounds (nesting

birds and the sheer number of competitors), Furnace Wood and the

small section of Woolbeding Common that was used provided a wide

variety of technical challenges. Coupled with the scarp slope,

brashings, bracken (mostly flat) and the occasional field, a variation in
the physical challenge was also provided.

For the individual event, I was glad we were parking on hard-standing,

even if it did mean a longish walk to the assembly arca. A week before

the event, the arcawas very dry, but the heavy rain during the week

changed everything. The assembly area and finish was extremely wet,

and soon became a quagmire. I think this was one of those occasions I
was glad to have at early start - there were no 'elephant tracks' to

follow, so running through the brashings was hard going, but at least

the steep slopes provided sure footing before becoming almost mud-

slides for later starters.

Although I felt I was running slowly at times, I only made one (small)

significant error, and was generally pleased with my run. Helping at

download afterwards (with a chair that kept sinking in the mud), I
heard all about the wet conditions, and how wet rides had become

mud-baths, and how the runnability of the brashings had not greatly

improved. At the end of the day, I had seen the entire range of
expressions from competitors - unfortunately including a few who
were so eagel to escape the download tent they tore at their split print-
outs before they had finished printing. But the vast majority seemed to

have enj oyed themselves.

l0

Jim Mallinson Although I did not see many QO members pass through download,

Mike saw me before I escaped the assembly arca (and from the sounds

of it I was the only QO member he saw - hence this article!). From a

quick scan of the results on the internet, it does not look as though QO
had any class winners, but there were several good runs including an

excellent 3'd place on M70L by Mike Crockett, ahead of Bill Vigar.
Championship standard runs were achieved by Mike and Bill on M70L,
me on M55L, Sue Gard on W55L and Jemy Tennant on W75. Arthur
Vince very naffowly missed out in M65L (by 2 seconds!).

The weather stayed fine for the relays the following day, but there were

no QO teams entered. You all missed the much nicer and more

runnable area of Great Common - visited only by the longest courses on

the Saturday. A long walk to the assembly area across Woolbeding
Cornmon (out of borurds due to the large number of us) was pleasant in
the morning sun, as was the assembly wea. A delay of 45 minutes to

the start times was caused (reputedly) by problems in parking everyone

(I and those I spoke to had no problems parking - perhaps people

simply did not leave enough time to get there?). Let's hope we will be

able to use Woolbeding Common in the not too distant future when the

birds are not nesting.

!

l

Ed-The prize-giving in the assembly
field was well supported, however
Nathan Fernandes who won the Junior
Para-Olympic class couldn't get there
due to the mud. His trophy was taken to
Montacute and presented by Roger
supported by Dick Keighley of
Wimborne, who controlled the British
Trail O event.
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JK 2006 Trqil -O A Junior's view

Hi, my nome is Nqthon Fernondes ond f compete in

Troi!-o Championships. As f om o Poro Olympic junior
cornpetitor, f would like to tolk obout the JK Troil-o

from my point of view.

Doyl:TempleNewsom
Temple Newsom is o big house built in Jocobeon

times ond hos 1,500 ocres of porklond in which the
Troil-o ond JK sprint event were 

=*-' 
'"!'s 

"%
doy & my stort time was t2:27Pm.

When f storted, I hqd to f irst
complete three timed controls in
the formal gardens of the house,

this wos hord becouse the sprint
runners were distrqcting by

running in front of the controls! Out of thethree
time controls ,T got one control rightl After thot, f
hod ? hours to compl ete the course. The course wos

ve?y occessible & the control's were easY fo see, but
they were olso confusing of times os o result of the
sprint controls being close to the Troil-o controls
ond only hoving blue tope to seporote them.

Unfortunately, f thought it wos o bit boring because
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it wqs oll flqt & f like it o bit off -roading. Overoll, f
only got 7 out of L7 on thqt day @!

Doy2:MiddletonWoods
f found this doy more exciting thon Doy 1. Whenwe
got there, it wos roining but thqt cleored owoy. It
became cloudy & sunny. The time
controls weren't octuolly in the woods

but in the flkley Lido. f got 1 out of
the 2 time controls . After thot we

hod to wolk guite o woy to get to the
stort becquse it wos octuolly in the
woods. I did this course o bit
diff erently. Here in Somer set , T don't get the
chance to troin o lot, so this course wos ideol f or me

to leorn new technigues such os looking through
things & how to toke beoringsl T learned o lot thot
doy. f olso enjoyed it mo?e because it wos in the
woods & hod some guite steep hills but it wos oll in
the copobilities of my electric wheelchoir!
Overoll f got 14 out of t7 on thot doy@ !

The wholeZ days wos on experienc for me &T
would do it ogain!

f hope this gives you on insight of whot Troil-o is like

from o junior's persPective!
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JK 2006 - No ducks on Ilkley Moor Christine Vince

The JK orienteering festival held every Easter is really just one big
party. This year's was no exception and, if you didn't come, you missed
atreat. Even if you've never been to one of the big events before, the
JK is a good place to start. It is always very well organised and is
usually run on good areas with quite a different feel to our Somerset

forests. (Of course, if you like thrashing through the undergrowth at

Staple Common ... well, there's no accounting for taste.)

The Vinces go most years so, around about Christmas time, we start

thinking about accommodation. We have camped before but, as old age

creeps on, we like a bit more comfort now; however, like everyone else

we're usually skint, so we try and share a carayafr. or (as this year the JK
was in the Yorkshire Dales) a cottage - one that will take a dog, as Bill
and Sue and Milly often share with us.

The brochures and fliers for the JK are pretty informative and so very
easy to come by, and these days there's a website as well. The
organisers book somewhere central for the Event Centre (this year a

school in Boston Spa) but the event venues can be up to an hour's drive
away, so it really is essential to allow enough time to get there and get

ready to run. This year there was accommodationatthe Event Centre
(not always the case) and you could caffrp, take a campervan or catavan,
doss down in a classroom or even have a bed in a dorm - luxury really.
Hot showers too, and Wilf s food in the evening in the school canteen.

Our cottage was in Middleham, between Leyburn and Masham (home

of the Black Sheep Brewery, to whose profits we duly contributed). As
this was about an hour's drive north of the Event Centre and therefore
some distance from the various venues, we had to take some care not to
be late on each day. Day 1 was on Ilkley Moor; the JK handbook gave

very good advice about local traffic conditions on Easter Saturday, and

also accurate timing information about the car parking, the walk to
Assembly and then to the starts, all of which was amounted to a fair
distance. This year QO displayed their new banner and the Craddocks
brought a large tent (the Vinces and Chesters brought small ones too);
consequently club members had a rallying point, not to mention
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somewhere to leave rucsacs and to change. The run on Ilkley Moor
was extrernely good and the courses set were brilliant. I found myself
at the top of a steep 35 foot slope and chose to slide down on my bum

on the heather (hooray for St Michael's black knickers)' My
navigation was reasonable until I was faced late on with a complicated

boulder field and a control somewhere in its further reaches: afterwards

I realised that I should have gone straight across, out the other side and

then found anatlackpoint. (There's an explanation about the ducks at

the end.) Afterwards we relaxed outside the Qo tent, socialising with
other club rrembers and ate some of Wilf s delicious food (but rationed

to one piece of cake - oh, the difficulty of choosing between flapjack,

chocolate tiffin, sticky toffee cake ... and more)' Then we went back

to the Event centre for flre BoF AGM (for which hopefully there will
be a report in flie next SINS).

Day 2 was in Keldy Forest. Again the JK handbook warned us that

there would be quite a walk to Assembly and the QO consensus was

that we would take the smaller tents. The map here demonstrated the

advantages of electronic punching; you were literally going round in
circles and frequent changes of direction always test one's navigation.

In addition, you were often within earshot of the commentary from the

Assembly Field and I did wonder how it might feel to hear that your

nearest rival was coming down to the Finish
in a very good time which you would now
have to beat ... not a problem for me, I fear.

Learning from yesterday's mistake(s), I took
care when nrnning across a difficult part of
the forest and thus successfully found my
attack point. This resulted in a better time
for Day 2, comparatively, than for Day l; I
was stilllast but not too far behind. Arthur
had his best JK result recently (13th on
M65L), and QO's top places were Bill Vigar
l't on M70L followed by Mike Crockett in
3'd place.

Bill and Mike with their medals
after the presentation on DaY 2
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Afterwards all the QO people were invited over to one of the Forest

Cabins at Keldy for tea, cake and a gossip. (There were a large number

of other orienteers staying in the Cabins as we11.)

The Day 3 relays were held in Bramham Park, just down the road from
the Event Centre. The car parking was adjacent to Assembly and the

weather forecast was for surxly periods (except that it poured with rain
just as the first runners were waiting to start). Never mind, QO had the

Craddocks' tent again and we provided shelter for quite a few of the

other SW clubs. We had two teams running, the Mangolds and the

Wurzels, and whilst we weren't quite exactly the pize-winners, we all
had great fun. The woods were very fast, and embellishedby aseries

of rides and monuments which provided panoramic views for those at

the Big House but tricky navigation for orienteers. There were
compliments to the Wurzels on their new QO tops from the

commentary team (probably the only time I shall hear my name over

the loudspeakers). I deserted Wilf s for the scouts' sausage-in-a-roll,

and discovered that I had won a family of chocolate rabbits in the raffle
on the local charity stall. (And you thought it was just about running....)

Next yeat's JK will be closer to home, based in the Forest of Dean and

South Wales. The relays willbe held at Caer Went Army Camp, which
is full of head-high banks because it was formerly used for storing
ammunition. The running here should againprove to be fast and

furious - if you all come, think how many teams QO could have!

QO members at JK 2006:

Roger and Judy Craddock and family Ian and Marian Bartlett

John and Ruth Chesters and family Martin Longhurst

Dave and Jan Holmes and family Bill Vigar and Sue Gard

Mike and Margaret Crockett Matthew Knipe

John, Alice xrdZoe Round Arthur and Christine Vince

Oh yes, the ducks. The ballad tells the tale of a youlg man who has

been courting his sweetheart (Mary Jane) on Ilkley Moor without his
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hat on (baht 'at). He is sure to catch his death of cold and be buried,
whereupon the wonns will eat him up. The ducks will eat the worms,
his neighbours will eat the ducks, thereby eating him!

Triple O Severn May Weekend Nick Femandes

I always seem to enjoy Fonthill. I don't know what it is, the runnable
coniferous areas, the bluebell woods or the occasional whiffof wild
garlic, but combine any of these with a healthy dose of sunshine, fresh
green shoots on the trees and I always edoy it. Though I suppose this
reasoning applies to numerous areas, maybe I tend to run there at the
right time of year.
Billed as a middle distance event, the 4.9K with 145m of climb
certainly suited me. As one of the first rururers after the elites I knew
there were not many in front so everyone was going to be chasing me.

After ensuring I had the correct start, which some early competitors
didn't, I set offwith atarget of beating I hour to get round. The frrst 8
controls were straight forward, in fact so much so that some were
visible from my designated attackpoint. By the time I reached the

tunnel at control 8 I thought I was doing well to get there inside of 19

minutes, I then remembered why the areais called Fonthill; it has a

hill! After pulling up out of the 'impassable cliff next to the tunnel it
was a bit disheartening to be overtaken by youngsters just setting out
from the East start whilst I puffed up the incline like a steam train.
Apart from being distracted by another control at 10, having a

'veteran' moment by forgetting which control I was supposed to be at

whilst standing at 15, going too far south en route to 16 and
deciphering the best route uphillto 17I thought I was doing well. As I
hit my attack point for 18 I checked my watch and noticed lhad2
minutes to take the last two controls and finish within my bogey time.
Luckily 18 was straight forward and it was a stumble trip over some

brashings to reach the track leading to 19 where Arthur Vince, the
controller, was standing and made some comment that I didn't catch as

I was focussing on the sprint and collapse over the line with 17

seconds in hand.
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I don't know where I came on the day but certainly when combined

with my 'effort' the next day I reckon I finished the 2 days in the

bottom percentile. ( Ed. You certainly we,re! Sorry Nick, but thank you

for the article)
Ed. No room or time for more.except that QO were 2nd in the Super

Vets Relay (WV, SG & MC)

Schools Initiative. On2TthApril Brian put on an introductory course

at Culm Davy for 42 pupils of Courtfields School ,Wellington as part

of their PE GCSE course. They all appeared to enjoy themselves.

Some managed to successfully complete some quite challenging
courses and expressed interest in our future events. We look forward to
seeing them again.

Fixtures

You will see on the back page we have a busy prograrnme of events

this summer with no less than 6 events in June and July.

As with previous years our main events are the club championships and

two summer score series. Please note thalthis year these are all on a

Sunday. The club championships are actually using an Avon Schools

event but don't be put off - all are welcome.

As an extra we are offering three events on Wednesday evenings.

These are not part of a series but we hope you will enjoy the

opportunity to make use of the lighter evenings" Please note that the
event on midsummer's night is pre-entry only because it is on MoD
property.

We are starting to put together aplan for next season's Forest League

events. If you are interested in planning, ,controlling or organising an

event we would be very glad to hear from you. Planning a course is

challenging but is a very rewarding activity. We are always keen to
involve more of the club membership antl we have many experienced
people who are huppy to support and assist. Please contact me to find
out more.

Richar<l Sansbury (Fixtures secretary)
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Other Events in the South West

21-29.5.06 TamarTriple Cookworthy
Okehampton

4.6.06

I8.6.06 Sarum Relays Shear Water

25.6.06 Adams Avery TBA
Relays

9.7.06 NWO Relays Brinkworth

WessexRelays Culpeppers
Dish

16.7.06 Wimborne TBA
Relays

23.7.06 DevonRelays TBA

3.9.06 NGOC Cleeve Hill
Regional

16-17.9.06 Caddihoe Bovnglon
Chase

ss 415013

sY815925

sT 854420

Lew Bean
0t752-249043

Ian Sayer
01202-484523

Pat Hart
01794 390593

Reminder

Subscriptions are now overdue. -If I have no record of
your renewal, this parugraphwill be highlighted.

Please contact me if you think otherwise.

This will be the last Quonicle for those who haven't
renewed.

su 028867 John Orton
0t793-731536

SO 989273 RogerCoe
01594-5t0444

SY843806 J.Shucksrnith
01202 605 108

t9


